
It was in 1958 that the father of Paul and Jean, the current
owners of the property, left Algeria and settled on the right
bank of the Garonne, right next to Bordeaux. He fell under
the charm of a magnificent 17th-18th century property, Château
Grimont, which was once the home of the illustrious author
Eugène Sue. This first acquisition paved the way for new
ambitious plans in the Cadillac-Côtes de Bordeaux appellation,
with the purchase of Château Sissan in 1990 and Château
Delord in 2003. Very rapidly, this passion for wine and insatiable
appetite would take the Yungs beyond the confines of the
Côtes de Bordeaux appellation.

In 1980, they began to focus on Bordeaux Supérieur wines.
When it came to naming the property, nothing could have been simpler. It was a tradition in the family to name the
eldest son of each generation either Paul or Pierre, alternating each time. The Château’s name would be a tribute to
a tradition that still exists today; the name of the oldest son of the two owners, in this case Paul. And the rest is history.

Paul and Jean worked together, hand in hand, keeping their father’s dream alive and continuing to shape this legacy
with their own individual stamp. Both very different, yet very much in unison, they complement each other admirably
to manage ChâteauTour Saint Paul and its 15 ha of vines. Yet it has not been all plain sailing since the acquisition of
the vineyard. A substantial part of the vines had previously been grubbed up in the 70s, and restructuring and replanting
were a mammoth task. Merlot seemed perfectly suited to these clay-limestone soils and this decision confirmed Paul
and Jean’s desire to produce an exemplar of fruit-driven, fresh and smooth Bordeaux Supérieur wine.

While the vineyards were undergoing a lengthy and rigorous transformation, the winery facilities remained true to
ancestral tradition. Each year, the entire harvest is vinified in the original winery, which has formed an integral part
of the property for 300 years and features on the Château’s label. This said, remaining true to tradition should not be
at the expense of overlooking modern technology. Among the most noteworthy improvements is the installation of
a vibrating sorting table at the entrance to the winery for more rigorous fruit selection, and also incorporating an
automatic pump-over system to ensure good extraction in the grapes.  
Paul and Jean Yung have done remarkably well to channel their passion for wine and the savoir-faire inherited from
their father to transform Château Tour Saint Paul into a shining example of consistent quality.

A FAMILY OF TRADITION AND PASSION
An iconic family: the Yungs 

A château led by family tradition 

Unity is strength: totally remodelled vineyards

A historical winery dating back 300 years 



OWNER:
The Yung family. 

KEY DATES:
1958:The Yung family settled on the outskirts of
the Garonne and bought their first property in
Cadillac-Côtes de Bordeaux, Château Grimont
in Quinsac.  1983: a further acquisition, Château
Tour Saint Paul, Bordeaux Supérieur  1990:The
desire to offer customers a range of different
wines, typical of the Côtes de Bordeaux appellation,
led them to seek additional properties, including
Château Sissan in the hills of Camblanes.  Since
2003: several long-term leaseholds including
Château Delord in the hills of Bouliac, offering
unrestricted views over the city of Bordeaux.

LOCATION:
To the south-east of Bordeaux, in the district of
Quinsac, on the banks of the Garonne.

SOIL PROFILE:
Clay-limestone. 

AREA UNDER VINE:
15 ha.

PLANTING DENSITY:
4,500/4,600 vines/ha.

GRAPE VARIETIES:
• 80% Merlot 
• 20% Cabernet Sauvignon 

AVERAGE AGE OF THE VINEYARD:
25 years.

HARVESTING:
By machine with integrated destemmer-separator.
Ripeness levels are carefully monitored before
picking. 

VITICULTURAL REGIME:
Sustainable viticulture practised throughout the
vineyard. Leaf-stripping by machine on the denser
terroirs. Thinning out in certain parcels, depending
on vintage conditions. Green harvesting in more
densely planted plots.

VINIFICATION:
The grapes are sorted and selected on entry to the
winery, using the latest generation vibrating receival
bin. 
Temperature-controlled stainless-steel tanks.
Prefermentation cold soak for improved fruit
extraction. Fermentation temperatures are
controlled to finetune the desired type of wine.
Automatic pump-over equipment working around
the clock in the tank room to optimise aromatics
(only very few Châteaux have these facilities). 

«EASY-DRINKING 
BORDEAUX SUPÉRIEUR WINE»

"The wines at Château Tour Saint
Paul display an attractive, intense
red, terracotta-tinged appearance. On
the nose, spicy notes enhance jammy,
ripe fruit aromas. On the palate, the
wine is supple on the attack, developing
relatively powerful structure that
will soften over time."

Thomas Drouineau,
winemaker, Maison Delor


